
Milk—Wholesome Beverage or Death in a Bottle? 
by Larry Mament 
 
In an event that defies description, three milk 
drinkers mysteriously turned to powder yes-
terday. 
 
At first, onlookers thought that they had 
turned to dust, concerned that they had an 
unfortunate, and previously unknown, allergy 
to direct sunlight but further scrutiny proved 
that they had become a type of powdered 
milk or baby formula. Shocked onlookers 
tried desperately to help them before giving 
up as they simply slipped through their fin-
gers. EMTs called to the scene pronounced 
the three dead as dead on the scene as they 
"could not find a pulse". 
 
Dr. Kenton Heintz, an expert on human trans-
formation and lactation consultant had this to 
say: "Humans are the only species that con-
tinue to drink milk once they are past wean-

ing. We are the only ones who take the milk 
from another creature to fulfill our appetite. 
We could only assume that there would 
someday be disasterous consequences." He 
blinks for a moment before adding, "Of 
course, I never would have thought some-
thing like this. My guess would have been 
cancer." 
 
Their friends are still in shock. "I can't believe 
this happened. I mean, I was just there, 
watching them drink their milk when BAM! 
they were powder!" says Caroline Cooner, 
"What do we do now? Bury them? Bake them 
into pies?" She wipes away a tear with a 
dusty yellow finger, grains of the powder 
sticking to her cheek, "how can we possibly 
honor their memory?" 
 
The three unfortunate dipsomaniacs' names 
have been withheld until their families should 
be notified.  The Graphics Dept is on vacation, this is the best I can  do.—EM 

STATE COLLEGE, PS, Nov 25 (YNS) –  

Today the board of JET announced that as of a gate open-

ing two days ago, all problems in the local universe have 

been solved. 

 

"Thanks to the TL9 Magickal Gumdrop Thread, we no 

longer have any problems," announced Dr. Taylor Jensen 

of Penn State while a beautiful blonde woman from the 

Magickal Gumdrop Thread orally pleasured him under-

neath the podium. 

 

General Honey of the Hive reacted to the news by saying: 

"Hey, that's our thing! We're supposed to solve every-

thing. Hey, these pink ones are awesome!" 

 

"The purple gumdrops have stabilized all the existing 

Threads, providing enough energy for them to continue to 

exist," said Dr. Ron A. Muck of the Technosphere in a 

follow-up announcement while every jock who made fun 

of him in high school was flogged repeatedly by pixies 

from the TL9 Magickal Gumdrop Thread. 

 

(Continued on page 2) 

All Problems Solved Deliciously 

By Jack Mahone 

 

In our continuing series of even-handed and insightful analysis of peo-

ple (and other entities) misunderstood and vilified by the masses, we 

take a look at Mister Tiki God, the enigmatic yet official representa-

tive to the JET from the Dutch East Indies. 

 

Never having written an article about a talking piece of wood before, 

this reported elected to break with his usual hard-hitting investigative 

style, and instead interview the actual subject of the article. 

 

This reporter entered the surprisingly well-appointed Penn State con-

dominium of the entity known only as Mister Tiki God with trepida-

tion. This reporter also entered with cheese dip and pornography, as 

that was the required payment for the interview. Have you ever tried 

filling out an office requisition for cheese dip and pornography? This 

reporter just hopes he’s not in the office when Erica finds out. But 

anyway, back to the subject at hand. 

 

This reporter was met at the door by what he thought was a very small 

man with a serious issue with body hair, but who later turned out to be 

a french monkey (apparently, all monkeys are actually french, some 

just pretend otherwise) who took the cheese dip and pornograpy with-

out saying a word. Perhaps that was because he was a monkey, but at 

the time it seemed suspicious. 

 

This reporter entered the nicely appointed condo. The design and dé-

cor was a cross between a USD whore house and a college fraternity. 

A booming, yet oddly hollow sounding voice boomed hollowly, 

―WHO SUMMONS THE MIGHTY TIKI GOD?‖ 

 

Before this reporter could properly frame an answer, a sound much 

like a chain saw going through a particularly thick and chainsaw-

resistant piece of wood erupted from around the corner. The odor that 

accompanied it was difficult to describe. It was also difficult to sur-

vive. 

 

―Mr. Tiki God apologizes for his flatulence. He has beavers in his ass. 

This is confusing to Mr. Tiki God, because wooden tiki gods don't 

usually have asses. Say, did you bring a cocktail? Did I mention that I 

am the official DEI representative to Team B?‖ 

 

Ignoring the obvious attempt to turn this into a fluff piece, this re-

porter boldly steered the interview back onto course, ―Mister Tiki 

God, your origins are shrouded in mystery, your earliest records are 

incomplete and obviously forged. What exactly is your position in the 

JET?‖ 

 

―Mr. Tiki God is not shrouded in mystery. Mr. Tiki God is from the 

Dutch East Indies. General Stevens, recognizing the Tiki God's mag-

nificence and power, appointed him to the JET. He is very pleased by 

this. The JET brings him fine offerings. Mister Tiki God is shrouded 

in secrecy. And wood.‖ 

 

The interview continued on in this manner for quite some time. Rang-

ing onto such topics as hetero sexual life partners, Kirk and Spock 

slash fiction, fellatio, pants, and always back to the beavers. Who are 

the beavers and what mysterious role do they play in the subtle and far

-reaching plans of the entity known only as Mister Tiki God? 

 

When this reporter pushed for the hard answers, he was met with re-

peated offers of dubious sexual relations, bawdy drinking songs, and 

seemingly random (and highly innapropriate) quotes from Mister Tiki 

God’s popular online blog. 

 

What did this wooden deity have to hide and who pulls his strings? 

Could it be the mysterious woman called Cookie who performs un-

known and questionable services for the Oasis Commisary and has 

been seen on every JET deployment to date? 

 

This reporter once again pressed for answers. 

 

―Cookie is not a god! She cannot control a God! Mr. Tiki God loves 

Cookie, but not in the same way he loves Claude. Claude is his het-

erosexual life partner! Claude likes to drink cosmos! So does Mr. Tiki 

God. She does sometimes bring us cocktails. She shows us proper 

veneration. And sometimes she sacrifices babies unto us. Mr. Tiki 

God made up that last part. He does not eat babies. Yet.‖ 

 

It is clear that Mister Tiki God is a tormented soul, driven to the brink 

of madness by his inner demons (and perhaps beavers). Wracked by 

delusions and fear, he has been driven from his home by the small-

minded forces of his enemies and by those who never understood him 

or how he came to be. 

 

But all of this begs the question, what are Mister Tiki Gods motivia-

tions. Could it really be as simple as an meaningless existence filled 

with drunken oral sex and endless morning-after recriminations? And 

does anyone know how to get splinters out of delicate body parts? 

This reporter asks only out of detached academic curiousity. As to 

what eventually became of the cheese dip and pornography, we may 

never know. 

 

There you have it, all the evidence with no judgment. You, the reader, 

must decide whether Mister Tiki God is a black-hearted villain, or 

merely a misunderstood madman. 

Black Hearted Villain or Misunderstood Madman 

He does not eat babies. Yet. 



"The yellow gumdrops provide enough food for a lifetime, 

and the blue ones can transform into any object you desire," 

said Admiral Xavier Breath of New Orleans while mer-

maids from the TL9 Magickal Gumdrop Thread rubbed his 

feet. "Oh, and the red ones transform into enough ships, ma-

terials, and expert mystics to liberate New Orleans." 

 

"The green gumdrops have allowed local time to start flow-

ing correctly again, and the orange ones protect people and 

Threads against Mesmer, and incidentally kill Mesmer and 

anyone connected to him, not to mention the Emissary, Hal-

ston Dark, Shog, and the Baphomet," said Dr. Zelda Kowz, 

also of the Technosphere, while several well-hung metro-

sexual men from the TL9 Magickal Gumdrop Thread gave 

her a backrub. 

 

"Mmmm, and the pink ones instantly kill Nazis within thirty 

feet," continued General Honey of the Hive, stuffing more 

into his mouth. "So that's it for Danzig, really. We've al-

ready shipped them a case." 

 

"In addition to solving all our problems, these things taste 

better than anything else that's ever existed," said General 

Edward "The Sykes" Sykes while clones of his wife from 

the TL9 Magickal Gumdrop Thread fanned him and brought 

him liquor by the gallon. "I feel like a cooing baby. All hail 

our new gumdrop masters!" 

(Continued from page 1) 

Wow, Gumdrops ARE the ANSWER 

The Original General Sykes  
Companion Display 

 
Do you ever wish that General Sykes were around to listen to your thoughts and 
dreams? 
 
Today every person in a TL6 shard and above can enjoy that dream, with the Gen-
eral Sykes Companion Display. 
 
Hang the General Sykes Companion Display on a wall like a mirror, or prop it up 
with its handy foldout supporting arm to seat it in a nearby chair. Images of the actual General Sykes taken 
by operatives at press events, social events, and even the barracks, have been analyzed and combined for 
your viewing pleasure. 
 
Your General Sykes Companion Display will nod reassuringly when you tell him about being nervous about 
your next test grade. He will laugh heartily at your jokes. And if you seat him beside you while watching your 
favorite movie, you may even see him cry [reports of General Sykes Companion Displays exhibiting crying, something we know General 

Sykes never does are unsubstantiated and are not an intended feature of the General Sykes Companion Display]. 

 
Your parties will be the hit of the neighborhood, when the General Sykes Companion Display gives his 
trademark 3 toasts to the Emperor, the Empire, and the smiting of the Air Pirates. 
 
The General Sykes Companion Display is a single mother's greatest parenting aid. Who better to have 
glare disapprovingly at a child who has crayoned Mommy's antique tablecloth? Or to give stern looks at a 
daughter's potential escort to the homecoming dance? 
 

Do not hesitate, do not delay, get your General Sykes 
Companion Display today. 

Editorial by Joey Chang 

 

As I go about my rounds as a reporter, I keep hearing about 

Danzig. People talking about how Danzig is evil, how 

Danzig is a danger to the political stability of our fractured 

planet, and how someone needs to do something about 

Danzig. 

 

I hear this at Penn State, from the soldiers of the Empire of 

New York guarding the gate to New Orleans, on the streets 

of LA, and most of all when I sneak into a JET deployment 

or hack Nigel Thorne's email address. 

 

This is utter crap. I'm willing to go out on a limb here: 

Danzig is not evil. 

 

In fact, Glen Danzig happened to be visiting a friend near 

Silicon Valley in 2012 when the Event happened, so I was 

able to interview him on this subject. Sure, he punched me 

in the nose when I brought it up, but so what? I mean, 

okay, that makes him kind of a cock, but does he really de-

serve the attention of the likes of the JET? Don't we have 

bigger things to worry about? 

 

Frankly, by the time we move from the Misfits to Danzig, 

the worst of Glen's edge has been blunted. Let's face it; the 

lyrics for Danzig's "Mother" are a lot less scary than what's 

going on in New Orleans right now. 

 

I thought we left this sort of hysteria behind us in the pre-

Event years. I mean, who, in an era of real occult threats 

from the Bulk, seriously believes that horror fiction, or 

rock and roll, is a serious danger to anyone, other than re-

actionary fools who don't know about the real threats out 

there? 

 

Sure, okay, the "horrorpunk" combination of horror and 

punk was very interesting for its time, but we have real 

zombies to deal with now, and you can find more shocking 

things than anything ever done in the name of punk rock 

for free on the streets of LA. 

 

If you see Glen Danzig, punch him in the nose for me. But 

otherwise, Glen, or his band, are not worth the time to 

worry about. 

Grouchy Reporter Makes Gutsy Claim 

When you care enough to give the very best, consider a 
gift someone a bottle of pre-event Scotch.  Pre-event 
Scotch is perfect for any occasion—weddings, graduation, 
retirement, and even as a tribute at funerals.  Even Gen-
eral Sykes, of the ENY Air Force, has been known to 
enjoy a gift of Pre-Event Scotch. 
 
This paid message brought to you by Newman’s Fine Liquors, best known source of pre-

event scotch and donator of a fine bottle of Ballantine’s 21 year-old, without which this 

issue would not have made it to press. 


